Heme oxygenase activity as a determinant of the renal hemodynamic response to low-dose ANG II
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ANG II is a major contributor to chronic kidney disease by virtue of its hemodynamic, proinflammatory, and profibrotic effects. Indeed, agents that interrupt the generation of ANG II and the engagement of ANG II with its receptor comprise a fundamental therapeutic approach in the management of patients with chronic kidney disease (12, 20, 22). Such therapies, however, reduce but do not abort the progression of chronic kidney disease, and thus complementary strategies that can synergize with these therapies would be of interest. In this regard, a fundamental basis for the injurious effects of ANG II involves the imposition of oxidative stress via NADPH oxidase (35). Studies by us and others have demonstrated that ANG II induces the antioxidant gene heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1) (3, 4, 11) in the kidney in vivo and in vitro and that such induction of HO-1, by virtue of its antioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and vasorelaxant properties (1, 2, 15, 24), is implicated as an adaptive, protective mechanism that can reduce the severity of ANG II-induced renal injury.

An established approach employed in studying the pathogenetic basis for ANG II–induced renal injury utilizes the chronic administration of ANG II by osmotic minipumps. Such studies demonstrate that ANG II, so administered, provokes markedly increased systemic arterial pressure, reduces glomerular filtration rate (GFR), increases urinary protein excretion, induces the expression of proinflammatory and other damaging genes, and provokes proliferation as well as apoptosis of tubular epithelial cells (3, 4, 11, 36). However, many of these studies, including the initial studies by us and others demonstrating renal induction of HO-1 by ANG II in vivo, have employed pressor dosages/regimens of ANG II that lead to markedly elevated plasma levels of ANG II. To more closely simulate levels of ANG II that are clinically observed, lesser amounts of ANG II (subpressor or low dose) are also chronically employed (27–29). Such delivery of ANG II elicits a delayed pressor response and less elevation in systemic arterial pressure (27–29). However, even subpressor amounts of ANG II may exert adverse effects including oxidative stress and a predisposition to stress-induced systemic hypertension (27–29).

Given the importance of ANG II as a determinant of acute kidney injury and chronic kidney disease, in part, through its hemodynamic effects, the present study analyzed the renal hemodynamic actions of ANG II when relatively low doses of ANG II are chronically administered. Since previous studies indicate that HO-1 is induced by ANG II when given in high doses, the present studies also examined the effect of low-dose ANG II on HO-1 and HO-2 mRNA expression and HO activity and the extent to which HO activity influences the renal hemodynamic effects of low-dose ANG II. To examine the involvement of HO activity, we employed the widely used metalloporphyrin inhibitor, tin mesoporphyrin (SnMP), which has been shown to effectively inhibit HO activity in stressed and control conditions (32, 33).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Mayo Clinic and were performed in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of the National Institutes of Health. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) were maintained on standard rat chow with water ad libitum and were used in all protocols.

Administration of ANG II by Osmotic Minipumps

ANG II (50 ng·kg−1·min−1 iv) or saline vehicle was administered for 2 wk to rats via an osmotic minipump (model 2ML2; Durect, Cupertino, CA) as detailed in our prior study (27). Briefly, under...
intramuscular ketamine and xylazine (100 and 10 mg/kg, respectively) anesthesia, incisions were made in the midscapular region and in the ventral neck. Osmotic minipumps were implanted in a subcutaneous pocket created in the midscapular region, and a catheter connected to the minipumps was tunneled through the subcutaneous space to the ventral neck and implanted into the external jugular vein.

Assessment of Renal Hemodynamics

Two weeks after the start of ANG II or saline vehicle infusion by minipump, renal hemodynamics were assessed in rats using methods described in detail in our prior studies (26, 27). Briefly, rats were anesthetized with Inactin (100 mg/kg ip; BYK-Gudde, Konstanz, Germany) and placed on a heated table to maintain body temperature at 37°C. A tracheotomy was performed using polyethylene (PE)-240 tubing. The femoral artery and vein were cannulated with PE-50 tubing for monitoring blood pressure and for infusions, respectively. Euvolemia was achieved and maintained by infusion of 4% albumin in 0.9% saline solution, initially at 1% of body wt over 30 min and subsequently at the rate of 0.5 ml/h. Additionally, a 1% inulin solution in 0.9% saline was given as a 1-ml bolus infused over 5 min and thereafter at a rate of 1.5 ml/h for clearance studies. The urinary bladder was catheterized with PE-160 tubing for urine collection. Whole kidney blood flow of the left kidney was measured with a 0.7 mm-diameter perivascular flow probe (Transonic Systems, Ithaca, NY) placed around the renal artery. Intrarenal distribution of renal blood flow was measured using a laser Doppler needle flow probe (25 gauge; Transonic Systems) set on a micromanipulator; one probe was placed on the superficial cortex, and a second probe was advanced into the renal medulla (visually verified at the end of the experiment). ANG II-treated and saline vehicle-treated rats were administered an inhibitor of HO activity (40 µmol/kg iv SnMP, given as a bolus) or vehicle, exactly as previously described by Rodriguez and colleagues (32, 33). After 60 min of equilibration, clearance studies were begun during which urine was collected for two consecutive periods with blood samples drawn in the middle of each period.

Assessment of Renal mRNA Expression

In additional groups of rats, ANG II (50 ng·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹ iv) or saline vehicle was administered by osmotic minipump as described above, and after 2 wk, renal mRNA expression was assessed. Renal mRNA expression was also assessed in studies in which SnMP or vehicle was administered to ANG II-treated rats. Total RNA was extracted from rat kidney tissue using the Trizol method (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and further purified with an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA), according to each manufacturer’s protocol. Two hundred nanograms of total RNA were used in reverse transcription reactions (Transcriptor First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit; Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN) by using random hexamers. The resulting cDNA was used in quantitative real-time PCR analysis as described in our earlier study (31). Reactions were performed on an ABI Prism 7900HT (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) using TaqMan Mastermix reagent (part no. 4324020; Applied Biosystems). Probes and primers used for quantification were obtained as assay sets (TaqMan Gene Expression Assays; Applied Biosystems) and used according to the manufacturer’s protocol. In addition, the probes and primers for the quantification of HO-1 and 18S expression were designed using Primer Express software (Applied Biosystems) as detailed in our previous study (31). Parameters for quantitative PCR were as follows: 10 min at 95°C, followed by 40 cycles of amplification for 15 s at 95°C and 1 min at 60°C. Values for the expression of each target mRNA were derived from relative quantification against a standard curve constructed for each mRNA target and normalized for the expression of 18S rRNA.

Assessment of Renal HO Activity

HO activity was determined by the generation of bilirubin by microsomes prepared from kidneys as described previously (11, 19). Briefly, microsomes were incubated with mouse liver cytosol (a source of biliverdin reductase), hemin (20 µM), glucose-6-phosphate (2 mM), glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (4 U/ml), and NADPH (0.8 mM) for 90 min at 37°C in the dark. The formed bilirubin was extracted with chloroform, OD 464–530 nm measured (extinction coefficient, 40 nM/cm for bilirubin), and enzyme activity was determined (pmol formed bilirubin·h⁻¹·mg protein⁻¹).

Assessment of Indices of Oxidative Stress

Lipid peroxidation and protein carbonyl content were used as indices of oxidative stress in the kidney, as described in our previous study (11). Lipid peroxidation in whole kidney homogenates was determined by measurement of thiobarbituric acid reactive substances, and protein carbonyl content was determined employing the method based on 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine.

Studies of Vascular Reactivity

These studies were performed by methods described in detail in our prior publications (21, 25).

Studies in aortic rings. Briefly, isolated aortic rings (4 mm length) were connected to a force transducer for recording of isometric force and placed in an organ bath filled with 25 ml modified Krebs-Ringer solution containing (in mM) 118.3 NaCl, 4.7 KCl, 2.5 CaCl₂, 1.2 MgSO₄, 1.2 KH₂PO₄, 25.0 NaHCO₃, 0.026 calcium EDTA, and 11.1 glucose (pH 7.4), maintained at 37°C, and bubbled with a gaseous mixture of 94% O₂/6% CO₂ (25). Aortic rings were stretched progressively to their optimal tension (2.5 g) in response to 80 mM KCl. Endothelium-dependent relaxations in response to acetycholine (10⁻⁹–10⁻⁵ M) were cumulatively obtained during submaximal contractions to phenylephrine. In some studies, aortic rings were preincubated with an inhibitor of HO activity, SnMP (10⁻⁵ M), for 10 min. Relaxations were expressed as a percentage of maximal relaxations induced by 3 × 10⁻⁴ mol/l papaverine. Concentration-response curves to phenylephrine (10⁻⁶–10⁻⁵ M) were also obtained in similarly prepared and treated aortic rings.

Studies in mesenteric resistor vessels. The analysis of vascular reactivity in rat mesenteric artery segments was performed using arteriography (21). Briefly, experiments were performed on 5-mm-long tertiary branches of mesenteric artery from rats that had been anesthetized with pentobarbital (60 mg/kg ip). Mesenteric arteries were carefully removed, placed immediately into cold (4°C)-modified Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate solution. Arteries were dissected free from connective tissue and transferred to an arteriograph (Living Systems Instrumentation, Burlington, VT). At the beginning of each experiment, vessels were equilibrated for 45 min at 30 mmHg, and wall thickness and inner diameter were measured. Vessels were contracted with phenylephrine (10⁻⁶–10⁻⁵ mol/l). When a steady tone was established, acetylcholine (10⁻⁹–10⁻⁵ mol/l) or diethylammonium (Z)-1-[(N,N-diethy lamino)diazen-1-ium-1,2-diolate (DEA-NONOate; 10⁻⁶–10⁻⁵ mol/l) were added in a cumulative manner. In some studies, vessels were preincubated with an inhibitor of HO activity, SnMP (10⁻⁵ M), for 10 min prior to the phenylephrine incubation.

Statistics

Results are expressed as means ± SE. Comparisons between two groups were performed using the Student’s t-test for parametric data and the Mann-Whitney test for nonparametric data. Comparisons among more than two groups were performed using one-way ANOVA followed by a Bonferroni post test for parametric data, and the Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA followed by the Wilcoxon rank-sum test for nonparametric data (7). Results are considered statistically significant for P < 0.05.
RESULTS

Studies of Renal Hemodynamics

GFRs were not significantly different among the control, SnMP-treated, and ANG II-treated groups (Table 1); the GFR in ANG II/SnMP-treated rats was significantly lower compared with the control but not the other groups (Table 1). Renal blood flow was uninfluenced by the administration of SnMP or ANG II, but was significantly decreased in ANG II-treated rats subjected to SnMP (Fig. 1). To assess the extent to which such reductions in total renal blood flow reflected changes in cortical and medullary blood flow, regional blood flow was determined by laser Doppler methodology. Cortical renal blood flow in ANG II-treated rats also administered SnMP was significantly decreased compared with ANG II-treated rats (Fig. 2); medullary blood flow was not significantly different among the four groups, thereby demonstrating that the reduction in renal blood flow in ANG II-treated rats, attendant upon the administration of SnMP, mainly reflected changes in cortical blood flow.

Mean arterial pressure was significantly increased in ANG II-treated rats, but significantly less so in rats concomitantly administered SnMP (Fig. 3). Renal vascular resistances were increased by ANG II, and to a greater degree in ANG II-treated rats also administered SnMP (Fig. 4). Only in the ANG II/SnMP-treated rats was renal plasma flow significantly decreased (Fig. 5) and filtration fraction significantly increased (Fig. 6). Thus, while exerting no effect on renal hemodynamics in vehicle-treated rats, SnMP decreased renal blood flow and renal plasma flow rates in ANG II-treated rats due to an augmentation in renal vascular resistances.

Studies of Indices of Oxidative Stress

To determine whether the observed renal hemodynamic effects reflected oxidative stress in the kidney, lipid peroxida-


Fig. 4. Effect of ANG II and SnMP on renal vascular resistance (RVR). RVR was calculated as MAP/RBF from values of these indices determined during renal hemodynamic studies performed under euvoletic conditions in vehicle-treated (control, n = 7), SnMP-treated (n = 8), ANG II-treated (n = 7), and ANG II/SnMP-treated (n = 6) rats. *P < 0.05 vs. the ANG II-treated group; †P < 0.05 vs. control group.

Fig. 5. Effect of ANG II and SnMP on renal plasma flow (RPF). RPF was calculated as RBF (100-hct)/100 from values of these indices determined during studies of renal hemodynamics performed under euvoletic conditions in vehicle-treated (control, n = 7), SnMP-treated (n = 8), ANG II-treated (n = 7), and ANG II/SnMP-treated (n = 6) rats. *P < 0.05 vs. all other groups.

Fig. 6. Effect of ANG II and SnMP on filtration fraction (FF). FF of the kidney was calculated as single-kidney GFR/RPF from these indices as measured/derived from renal hemodynamic studies performed under euvoletic conditions in vehicle-treated (control, n = 7), SnMP-treated (n = 8), ANG II-treated (n = 7), and ANG II/SnMP-treated (n = 6) rats. *P < 0.05 vs. all other groups.

Fig. 7. Effect of ANG II and SnMP on filtration fraction (FF). FF of the kidney was calculated as single-kidney GFR/RPF from these indices as measured/derived from renal hemodynamic studies performed under euvoletic conditions in vehicle-treated (control, n = 7), SnMP-treated (n = 8), ANG II-treated (n = 7), and ANG II/SnMP-treated (n = 6) rats. *P < 0.05 vs. all other groups.

Fig. 8. Effect of ANG II and SnMP on indices of oxidative stress. Lipid peroxidation was measured by the thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) assay (A), and protein oxidation was assessed by protein carbonyl content (B) in renal tissues from vehicle-treated (control), SnMP-treated, ANG II-treated, and ANG II/SnMP-treated rats, n = 6 for each group. There were no significant differences among the groups for either oxidative index.

**Studies in Vascular Reactivity**

**Studies in rat aortic rings.** The administration of SnMP in vivo led to a fall in mean arterial pressure in ANG II-treated rats, thereby raising the possibility that SnMP exerted a vasorelaxant effect in ANG II-treated rats. We thus examined the effect of SnMP on vascular reactivity ex vivo in aortas from additional groups of ANG II-treated and vehicle-treated rats. As demonstrated in Fig. 8, the vasorelaxant responses to acetylcholine and the vasoconstrictor responses to phenylephrine were not altered by ANG II compared with vehicle-treated rats, and the exposure of the aortas from ANG II-treated and vehicle-treated rats to SnMP did not alter such vascular reactivity in either group. Thus we could not identify a vasorelaxant effect of SnMP on aortic segments that could account for the blunted increase in mean arterial pressure in ANG II-treated rats concomitantly treated with SnMP.

**Studies in rat mesenteric artery segments.** Since aortic segments represent conduit vessels, studies of vascular reactivity were also undertaken in resistor vessels, such as the tertiary branches of mesenteric arteries, to determine whether altered vascular reactivity induced by SnMP may contribute to
the lower mean arterial pressure in ANG II-treated rats concomitantly treated with SnMP. Vasorelaxant responses were thus examined in these resistor vessels obtained from ANG II-treated rats exposed to SnMP or vehicle. As demonstrated in Fig. 9, prior incubation with SnMP did not alter the vasorelaxant responses of these resistor vessels to either acetylcholine or DEA-NONOate. Additionally, the mean diameter values in mesenteric vessels in ANG II-treated rats were not significantly different in the absence or presence of SnMP (301.0 ± 18.4 vs. 310.7 ± 12.7 μm, respectively, n = 6).

Evaluation of the HO System

The HO system was evaluated by gene expression and enzyme activity in additional groups of ANG II-treated and vehicle-treated rats, studied 2 wk after the initiation of administration of ANG II or vehicle by osmotic minipump. ANG II did not induce HO-1 or HO-2 mRNA expression in the kidney, nor did ANG II induce renal HO activity (Fig. 10).

Evaluation of ANG II and SnMP on Indices of Renal Injury

The absence of an effect of ANG II as administered in the present study on GFR, renal blood flow, the HO system, and vascular reactivity led us to assess the effect of such administration of ANG II on relevant indices that reflect, initiate, or contribute to renal injury. Following the administration of vehicle or ANG II for 2 wk, proteinuria was not significantly (NS) different in the two groups (24 ± 2 vs. 23 ± 3 mg/24 h, n = 7 and n = 6, respectively, P = NS), and mRNA expression of assorted proinflammatory and fibrogenic genes, incriminated in the initiation/progression of renal injury, was not increased (Table 2).

Effect of SnMP on Renal Gene Expression in ANG II-Treated Rats

We also determined whether administration of SnMP increased inflammation-related gene expression or altered vasoactive gene expression in ANG II-treated rats. Such mRNA expression in ANG II-treated rats and ANG II/SnMP-treated rats was not significantly different for either MCP-1 (6.5 ± 1.7 vs. 3.9 ± 0.9, standardized units, P = NS, n = 6 in each group in this and other analyses of gene expression), TGF-β1 (4.9 ± 0.5 vs. 5.6 ± 0.7, standardized units, P = NS), IL-6 (7.4 ± 2.2

Fig. 8. Effect of incubation with SnMP on vascular responses in aortas from ANG II and vehicle-treated (control) rats. Concentration-response curves to acetylcholine (A) and phenylephrine (B) in aortas from control and ANG II-treated rats in the absence and presence of SnMP (10⁻⁵ M). Data for the acetylcholine concentration-response curve are expressed as % maximal relaxation induced by 3 × 10⁻⁴ mol/l papaverine (n = 4 rats for each group with 2 aortic rings per rat).

Fig. 9. Effect of incubation with SnMP on vascular responses in mesenteric arteries from ANG II rats. Concentration-response curves to acetylcholine (A) and diethylammonium (Z)-1-(N,N-diethylamino)diazen-1-ium-1,2-diolate (DEA-NONOate) (B) in the tertiary branches of mesenteric arteries from ANG II-treated rats in the absence and presence of SnMP (10⁻⁵ M). Data are expressed as % maximal relaxation induced by 3 × 10⁻⁴ mol/l papaverine (n = 6 rats for each group).
Fig. 10. Effect of ANG II on heme oxygenase (HO)-1 and HO-2 mRNA expression and HO activity. Renal expression of HO-1 mRNA (A) and HO-2 mRNA (B) was determined by quantitative real-time RT-PCR in rats treated with ANG II (n = 9) or vehicle (control, n = 6) for 2 wk. Renal HO activity (C) in similarly treated rats was determined by the rate of generation of bilirubin by microsomes extracted from kidney tissues (n = 6 and n = 10 for control and ANG II rats, respectively).

Table 2. mRNA expression in the kidney of the saline-treated (control) and ANG II-treated rats after 2 wk of treatment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mRNA</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>ANG II</th>
<th>P Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MCP-1</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.1 ± 0.6</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6</td>
<td>11.2 ± 1.5</td>
<td>12.1 ± 1.7</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAI-1</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.6</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGF-β1</td>
<td>4.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>4.8 ± 0.4</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDF-1</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIF-1α</td>
<td>6.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>7.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col I</td>
<td>10.0 ± 0.1</td>
<td>9.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col III</td>
<td>10.6 ± 1.0</td>
<td>11.2 ± 0.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Col IV</td>
<td>14.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.8</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means ± SE; n = 6 for control and n = 9 for the ANG II. mRNA expression was assessed by quantitative real-time RT-PCR. Values are the result of relative quantification performed against a standard curve constructed for each mRNA target, normalized for expression of 18S rRNA, and expressed in arbitrary units.
as the renin-angiotensin system) would be recruited during hemodynamic studies; in turn, euvolume conditions may vitiate the need for offsetting vasorelaxant effects emanating from systems such as HO.

The regimen of administering ANG II employed in the present study did not induce HO-1 or HO-2 mRNA and did not increase HO activity. This absence of an inductive effect of ANG II on the HO system in these studies is notable for at least three reasons. First, it demonstrates that, unlike prior studies by us and others that employ relatively large amounts of ANG II (4, 11, 14), this enzyme system is not induced when ANG II is administered in lower and more clinically relevant amounts. Second, even when HO-1 is not induced and HO activity remains unaltered, HO activity confers a countervailing vasorelaxant effect in the kidney exposed to ANG II. These findings thus differ from prior observations in which inhibition of HO activity accentuated NO-nitro-l-arginine methyl ester (L-NAME)-induced reduction in renal blood flow as, in these prior studies, L-NAME induced HO activity (32, 33). The present findings thus represent a relatively uncommon, if not unique, instance in the HO field wherein the preservation of function of a stressed organ (by ANG II), but not that of the unstressed organ, requires the involvement of intact renal HO activity even when the imposed stress neither induces HO-1 nor increases HO activity (1, 2, 15, 24). Third, recent studies have demonstrated that the genetic deficiency of HO-2 does not accentuate the vasoconstrictive effects of ANG II on renal blood flow (38). These observations would suggest that HO-2, per se, does not exert a vasorelaxant effect in the kidney that offsets the vasoconstrictive effects of ANG II. Integrating these findings with the fact that SnMP inhibits HO activity arising from both HO isoforms, we suggest that it is the cumulative HO activity arising from both HO-1 and HO-2 that is functionally involved in mitigating the vasoconstrictive effects of ANG II.

In the ANG II-infused rat, the administration of SnMP led to a fall in blood pressure, a finding also observed in prior studies in which SnMP was administered to rats rendered hypertensive by L-NAME (33). A number of studies have examined the effect of modulating the HO system on models of systemic hypertension. For example, upregulation of human HO-1 by a retroviral approach reduces the hypertensive effect of ANG II (43). Similarly, systemic hypertension induced by ANG II is lessened when HO-1 is induced by cobalt protoporphyrin in vivo (41, 42), the latter not affecting the vascular reactivity ex vivo (37). In models of renovascular hypertension, induction of HO activity reduces and inhibition of HO activity increases, systemic blood pressure (6). However, a vasodepressor effect of HO activity has not been uniformly observed. Specifically, neither ANG II nor L-NAME elicits a higher blood pressure in HO-2/-/- mice (38); in certain models of systemic hypertension, inhibition of HO activity reduces, rather than increases, systemic blood pressure (16, 40), and quite surprisingly, transgenic mice that overexpress HO-1 in smooth muscle cells exhibit an increase, and not a decrease, in systemic blood pressure (13). Thus divergent effects of HO activity on systemic blood pressure have been described.

Systemic blood pressure represents the product of cardiac output and peripheral vascular resistance, and thus the reduction in mean arterial pressure by SnMP in ANG II-treated rats may reflect either a fall in cardiac output or in peripheral vascular resistance, or a decrement in both hemodynamic indices. Our findings suggest that a reduction in peripheral vascular resistance may not be readily implicated in the reduction in systemic blood pressure exhibited by ANG II-treated rats when SnMP is administered, at least as judged from studies of vascular resistance/reactivity in different arterial segments. In aortic segments from ANG II-treated rats, SnMP exerted no discernible effects on vascular reactivity, thereby demonstrating that vasomotor tone in this segment in ANG II-treated rats appears impervious to SnMP. However, since this arterial segment is a conduit vessel, studies were also undertaken in resistor vessels, and in the mesenteric circulation, SnMP exerted no overt effects on vasorelaxant responses in the mesenteric resistor vessels from ANG II-treated rats. Finally, in the renal circulation, SnMP substantially and significantly increased vascular resistances. These findings would suggest that reduction in peripheral vascular resistance may not be readily implicated in the fall in blood pressure in ANG II-treated rats following the administration of SnMP; rather, a fall in cardiac output seems a more likely explanation for the reduction in systemic blood pressure observed in ANG II-treated rats attendant upon the administration of SnMP. Indeed, a number of studies have demonstrated that metalloporphyrin inhibitors of HO activity adversely affect cardiac function (10, 23, 39). Such HO inhibitors reduce the cardiac output in rats exposed to chronic hypoxia (10), prevent the rise in cardiac output induced by estrogen in a model of hemorrhage (39), and vitiate the improvement in ventricular function achieved by upregulation of HO-1 in a model of pressure overload (23). Indeed, HO activity protects against ANG II-induced apoptosis in cardiac myocytes (9). Since metalloporphyrin inhibitors of HO activity can adversely affect cardiac output and as we observed that SnMP either increased vascular resistances (kidney) or failed to augment vasorelaxant responses (mesenteric resistors), we suggest that the reduction in mean arterial pressure by SnMP in ANG II-treated rats reflects the involvement of HO activity in maintaining cardiac function. HO activity may thus be required to preserve the function of the ANG II-stressed myocardium as it is for the ANG II-stressed kidney.

SnMP, like other protoporphyrin inhibitors of HO activity, such as tin protoporphyrin and zinc protoporphyrin, is widely used in the study of HO. SnMP was specifically chosen in this study since the potent inhibitory effect on HO activity by SnMP has been confirmed in prior studies of renal hemodynamics that assessed a different pressor, namely, L-NAME. As is true for most, if not all, analyses based on the use of pharmacologic inhibitors of a target enzyme, specificity of action is always a concern. Thus the present findings need to be considered with the circumspection that SnMP may influence other vasoactive systems that may be germane to the renal and other hemodynamic effects of low-dose ANG II. In this regard, studies with specific HO knockouts would be of interest, and along these lines, important findings regarding the behavior of HO-2/-/- mice in response to ANG II have quite recently been published (38). However, it should be noted that HO activity, regardless of its origin from either HO-1 or HO-2, exerts vasoactive effects. Genetic approaches that negate both HO-1 and HO-2 have not been described to date, and indeed, the issue of viability may vitiate the feasibility of such an approach. SnMP effectively inhibits HO activity arising from both isoforms and thus allows the evaluation of the net effect.
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of combined HO activity; indeed, protoporphyrin-based HO inhibitors represent the only currently available experimental approach that effectively inhibits HO activity regardless of the HO isofrom from which such activity emanates. We also suggest that, given the widespread usage of SnMP in examining the involvement of HO in pathophysiologic studies, analyses that explore the hemodynamic and other renal effects of SnMP would add to the understanding of the biologic effects and utility of these compounds. Finally, we wish to underscore that SnMP exerted a differential hemodynamic effect, substantially impairing the perfusion of the ANG II-stressed kidney, but leaving unaltered the hemodynamic profile of the control unstressed kidney.

Perspective and Significance

Our findings demonstrate that low-dose ANG II induces renal vasoconstriction in the absence of effects on GRF, renal blood flow, oxidative stress, reactivity of the extrarenal vasculature, proteinuria, and selected vasoactive and injury-related gene expression. Preservation of blood flow to the kidney exposed to low-dose ANG II necessitates intact endogenous renal HO activity, even when ANG II induces neither HO-1 mRNA, HO-2 mRNA, nor HO activity. Intact, endogenous HO activity may also be required to preserve cardiac output in the ANG II-stressed heart. Because polymorphisms in the HO-1 gene leading to reduced levels of HO activity are clinically recognized (8), patients with such polymorphisms may be particularly prone to impairment in renal hemodynamics in clinical conditions attended by increased ANG II levels and ineffective renal perfusion (e.g., congestive heart failure, liver disease, nephrosis, third-spacing conditions) wherein GFR is marginally maintained in the vasoconstricted kidney. Such vasoconstriction and the attendant lack of induction of HO activity may render the kidney vulnerable to any additional ischemic and nephrotoxic insults, a vulnerability underscored by the heightened risk for acute kidney injury in such prerenal states of ineffective renal perfusion (34, 44).
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